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Outline

What is COST and how does it work?
What are the COST Actions and how to

participate in them?
How to prepare a successful proposal?



What is COST and how does it work?
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COST (CO-operation in Science and Technology)
is the longest-running European framework
supporting cooperation among researchers,
engineers and scholars by enabling them to
jointly develop their own ideas and new initiatives
across all fields in science and technology,
including social sciences and humanities.

What is COST?
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COST – 45 years of research collaboration

• 36 COST Members
Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Montenegro, The
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom and the
former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia

• 1 Cooperating Member 
Israel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green = ITC 
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Promoting and spreading excellence1

Fostering interdisciplinary research for 
breakthrough science2

Boosting careers young researchers3

Role of COST in the ERA – 3 Strategic Priorities
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Everyone Benefits

Priority 1. Promoting and spreading 
excellence 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COST plays an active role in the Spreading Excellence and Widening Participation policies of the European Union, by providing access to international networks for excellent researchers and innovators who may lack sufficient involvement at the European and international level. As concerns about the innovation divide in Europe moves up the agenda in the years to come, COST should play an even more important part of the effort to realise Europe’s potential in research and innovation. The ultimate goal is to increase active participation of less research intensive countries and to disseminate their knowledge in various scientific domains where the more research intensive countries are in deficit. Researchers and scientists perceive COST as a vector to build the right network, whilst saving costs and time to find and connect with the right partners. The bottom-up and open nature of the COST Actions makes the entrance barrier for participants coming from less research intense areas very low. Participation in COST activities is an entry point to the often closed European collaborative research networks. 
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COST Action TU1306 - CYBERPARKS

Fostering knowledge about the 
relationship between Information and 

Communication Technologies and Public 
Spaces supported by strategies to 

improve their use and attractiveness

Priority 2. Fostering interdisciplinary 
research for breakthrough science 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cooperation across disciplines and areas of science, as well as with stakeholders outside the science system is an essential precondition to achieving real breakthroughs in research and innovation. Collaborative, bottom-up research projects will enhance European excellence and bring clear added value by drawing together various kinds of expertise, knowledge and cultures. The open nature of bottom-up research allows researchers the freedom of thought and attracts contributions of various science disciplines, leading to solutions to societal challenges and identifies new emerging topics. Interdisciplinary research often results in discoveries and innovations that, in turn, will help the European Union to realise its ambition to boost jobs, economic growth, investments, and improve the quality of life of its citizens and the environment.COST’s activities are clear examples of putting the theory of interdisciplinary research into action. Within the COST Actions, open networks of excellence are created in all scientific fields, and knowledge is freely shared among all types of specialists using bottom-up principles. COST Actions are characterized by their pluralism and heterogeneous nature, both in participants and in activities. The report on the Science, Research and Innovation Performance of the EU in 2016 clearly indicates that international mobility or researchers is a key source of knowledge circulation, and that it yields positive impacts in terms of scientific quality, innovation and growth. With every new encounter and exchange, there is a new chance for the right mix of perspectives and information to come together and kick off the research and innovation process.  This figure shows the number of participants classified by their expertise profile and their participation to each Action. Actions are also classified by science and technology areas. This shows that, for example, not all the experts on natural sciences are in natural sciences’ Actions, but also in engineering, medical sciences and agriculture sciences Actions. 



Priority 3. Boosting careers of young 
researchers 
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Create / join a community of practice
Access to data and information
Provide experience and carrier opportunities
 Increase visibility and make an impact
Complementary to research projects

Open Space where ideas and 
people can grow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Create a community of practice by sharing knowledge and know-how across COST Countries in any field of S&TGet  access to data by connecting to infrastructures from all over EuropeGet  access to information by connecting to research teams from different geographical areas, legal backgrounds or national practicesIncreased visibility by setting up a platform signalling critical mass and common understanding on your topicMake an impact by providing new insight on your topic, by standardising practices, norms, guidelines, or by convincing relevant stakeholdersand more… Output oriented
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Knowledge sharing leads to…
 Common understanding of problems at hand
 Coordinated activities
 Pooling resources
 Reduced risks
 Synthesis and re-combination of spread pieces of

knowledge
 Innovation
 Synergies (1+1>2)

Why Networks?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowledge sharing leads to..Participants in, for example, a research project need to share knowledge in order to create a common understanding of problems at hand, and to coordinate activities. This applies to information seeking, interpretation, analyses etc including timing and sequencing of research tasks and reporting.New knowledge (innovations) seem often to arise from synthesis and re-combination of spread pieces of knowledge (disruptive innovation). These are pieces already existing here and there, and which may serve quite new functions when put together in new and innovative ways. There is a common understanding that networking creates synergies, where 1+1 is more than 2. 
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Excellence and inclusiveness (widening the 
European research base)
 Strengthening the excellence through cross-border 

networking of researchers
 Promoting geographical, age and gender balance 

throughout its activities and operations

Specific objectives
 International cooperation (mutual benefit, NNC,…)
 Industrial dimension (dedicated dissemination and 

exploitation activities)

Core policies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geographic pillar (support to less research intensive countries, connecting pockets of excellence,…)Career pillar (support to young researchers: leading roles, access to STSM/TS)Gender pillar (Gender balance)
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COST Inclusiveness Target Countries
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Dedicated measures for active ITC 
participation
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352 258

2,705

48,000
€129,000

€300 million

*Data throughout the year 2016

COST key figures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For more than 45 years, COST offers European scientists a simple and flexible pathway to quickly identify and participate in the best European science and technology teams and networks. To this end, COST provides funding for bottom-up, excellence-driven, interdisciplinary, open, pan-European networks (the COST Actions). These networks are used to initiate a spectrum of cooperation including capacity building and training activities. They produce a wide range of outcomes from joint publications to successful individual proposals to ERC or large EU projects, aimed at addressing Europe’s societal challenges. COST Actions gather researchers from all career levels, from PhD students to Nobel Prize winners.Throughout the year 2016, more than 48.000 researchers were involved in 352 COST Actions, 258 training schools were organised and 2705 short-term scientific missions took place 
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COST members’ Action participation in 2016
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Near Neighbour Countries
Albania 33
Algeria 5
Armenia 17
Azerbaijan 1
Belarus 8
Egypt 10
Georgia 6
Jordan 6
Lebanon 2
Morocco 5
Palestinian
Auth 6
Moldova 12
Russia 62
Tunisia 16
Ukraine 54

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of Action
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International Partner Countries



What are COST Actions?
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Open and expandable participation
Open to all stakeholders, type of institutions, career levels, countries,
at any time
 Bottom-up approach
researcher driven, any topic/ multiple topics
 Flexible and light administration
adaptable research and activities, light reporting
Output and impact oriented
open science, wide sharing of knowledge and results, open access,
open innovation

Action Features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
* 300 running Networks of researchers: from min 7 COST countries, responding to an Open Call for proposals, based on a MoU, 4 years duration, implemented via networking activities
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How do they start?

Secondary proposers

Main proposer

COST Action participants 
nominated by COST National Coordinators

COST Actions
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COST Actions

Memorandum of 
Understanding

Network

4 years

Min 7 countries

Research coordination 
and capacity building 
activities€ ~500 000 euros 

over lifetime

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A network of researchers, engineers and scholars with nationally funded research (Build a communityBuild a new collective identity)Collaborating in S&T fields of common interest  MOUFrom at least seven COST member Countries / Expandable to new participants / Currently average number of parties: 27Engage in research coordination and capacity buildingAverage on the running Actions7% success rate
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Networking tools

Management 
Committee meeting

Working Group 
meeting

Training Schools

Conferences

Dissemination Scientific missions

Research 
coordination
&
Capacity 
building
activities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Dissemination – dedicated ITC tools
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COST Action Structure

WG1

WG2

WG3

WG4

WG5

WG6

MANAGEMENT
COMMITTEE

(MC)

GRANT HOLDER
(GH)

COST
Association

Administration

Horizontal groups 

WG leaders

Action Chair
Vice Chair

GH Scientific Rep.

STSM coordinator
Scientific Com. Manager

Leadership Positions
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1. As participant of a running COST Action
2. As proposer of a COST Action
3. As expert to evaluate submitted proposals

How to engage with COST?



Engage as participant of a running 
COST Action



How to find the relevant COST Action?
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As a Management Committee (MC) member
As a Working Group (WG) participant
As grantee of a Short Term Scientific Mission
As grantee of a ITC Conference grant
As trainer / trainee of a Training school
As attendee of a Workshop/Conference
…

Join an Action
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Read the MoU and identify your interest /
potential contribution
Browse the Action’s own website – check their

activities

Advice



Engage as proposer of a COST 
Action
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COST 
Open Call

Collection every 9 months
Next: 25 April 2018 – 12:00 CET

One stage online submission of proposals
eCOST account

Who? Main proposer
(and secondary proposers)

25 – 40 Actions approved 
per collection
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Online submission tool (e-COST)*

*www.cost.eu/ecost

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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Proposals

Eligibility!

COST Excellence and 
Inclusiveness Policy 
Specific objectives

Technical Annex
1. S&T excellence*
2. Impact
3. Implementation

General features

Network of proposers

Anonymous*
Min ITC
Format
Peaceful purpose
English

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ContentSESA procedureNew Submission, Evaluation, Selection and Approval (SESA) procedure follows the subsequent phases: Submission: by a Main Proposer on behalf of a network of proposersEvaluation: External Remote Evaluation by Individual External ExpertsRevision and Quality Check by Ad hoc Review PanelsSelection: COST Scientific Committee (SC)Approval: COST Committee of Senior Officials (CSO)Evaluation step3 Independent External ExpertsCOST Expert data base Fields and sub-fields of Science and Technology and, if needed,  Key WordsValidated by Scientific CommitteeRemote peer-review evaluationRemote consensus shall be sought between the independent External Experts The consensus shall not be imposed; independent External Experts may maintain their views on the proposalEventual differences in opinion of the experts resulting in a non-consensual decision will be handled and arbitrated by the Review PanelEligibilitycoordinated by a main proposer in a COST Full or Cooperating Member staterepresent a network of proposers from at least 7 COST Full/Cooperating Member states (min. ITC)anonymous: no reference to the participants in the network of proposerspeaceful purposesrespect the word or page limitswritten in English
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Evaluation 
- SESA

3 independent external experts
Technical Annex

Step 1: External remote evaluation

Step 2: Revision and quality 
check by Review Panels

Step 3: Selection by the Scientific 
Committee
COST policy and objectives

Step 4: Approval by COST 
committee of Senior Officials -
Results 7-8 months after submission

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SESA procedureNew Submission, Evaluation, Selection and Approval (SESA) procedure follows the subsequent phases: Submission: by a Main Proposer on behalf of a network of proposersEvaluation: External Remote Evaluation by Individual External ExpertsRevision and Quality Check by Ad hoc Review PanelsSelection: COST Scientific Committee (SC)Approval: COST Committee of Senior Officials (CSO)Evaluation step3 Independent External ExpertsCOST Expert data base Fields and sub-fields of Science and Technology and, if needed,  Key WordsValidated by Scientific CommitteeRemote peer-review evaluationRemote consensus shall be sought between the independent External Experts The consensus shall not be imposed; independent External Experts may maintain their views on the proposalEventual differences in opinion of the experts resulting in a non-consensual decision will be handled and arbitrated by the Review Panel
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Open Call for proposals – key documents

Source: cost.eu/opencall
Online submission
Guidelines
Proposal template

Presenter
Presentation Notes
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 Sign up to our news: www.cost.eu/subscribe

 Contact: opencall@cost.eu

 Join us on our social networks:

Contact and engage with us

www.facebook.com/COST.Programme/

@COSTprogramme

https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1050548/

https://www.youtube.com/user/COSTOffice

http://www.cost.eu/subscribe
mailto:opencall@cost.eu
http://www.facebook.com/COST.Programme/
https://twitter.com/COSTprogramme
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1050548/
https://www.youtube.com/user/COSTOffice
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